FOR YOUR PEACE OF MIND®

U.S. Board-Certified Expert Doctors Trained at Top American Institutions

Professional Medical Second Opinion Anywhere in the World

Providing Radiology Reports as Fast as 1 Hour After Image Upload

Providing Same-Day Consultations via Phone, Video and Web

Affordable Pricing as Low as $49 per Consultation

HIPAA-Regulated Secure and Confidential Platform

About SecondOpinions.com

SecondOpinions.com is a medical consultation and second opinion leader, providing second opinion consultation service in all areas of medicine, including radiology.

Utilizing our proprietary RADIOLOGY-ON-DEMAND® patent-pending cloud technology, we’ve made it possible to receive an expert interpretation or second opinion in the privacy of your home or office.

You, your physician or your local imaging facility can upload images online instantly or the images can be shipped to us on a disk or as a hard copy. Have SecondOpinions.com’s expert doctors interpret your MRI, CT, X-Ray, Mammogram, Ultrasound or Nuclear Medicine study.

In addition, by utilizing Second-Opinions-On-Demand™ technology, our specialist and generalist doctors will provide second opinion consultations via telephone and video chat.

Get the peace of mind you need and deserve. Order your medical second opinion consultation TODAY!